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Monday, Mdrch 21, 1983

ASUNM OK's
.Budget Changes

Legislature Closes;
No Tuition Increase
For N.M. Residents

By Gloria Simon
The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico Senate
has passed the ASUNM Budget Inquiry Board's recommendations for
more than 40 student agencies and
organizations.
The general governmental budget
was decre11sed by 18 percent and
most student organi;zations' budgets
remained the same, said ASUNM
President Michael Gallegos. '
Some ASUNM agencies took bigger cuts than others. The Cultural
Committee was cut from $25,000 to
$18,000 and the Welcome Back
Daze budget was cut entirely.
A. proposal that would reduce
ASUNM Lobby Committee's personnel and budget by $1,000did not
pass,
ASUNM allocated more than
$330,000 to various student organizations. ASUNM Vice President
Dan Serrano said student government can fund more student orga•
nizations for the 1983-84 academic
year because next year's budget is
larger than this year's.
''The only student organizations
that took cuts were those that requested a decrease. Otherwise, their
budgets remained the same,'' Serrano said.

By Laura Tolley

About $9.9 million WllS allocated
to UNM to build an electrical and
The University of New Mexico computer engineering department
came away from the 1983 New and Engineering Library.
Mexico st11te legislative session with
The UNM Anderson School of
both sweet and sour results.
Management received $402,000 to
The session ended at noon Satur- complete plans for an additional
day. The House and Senate g11ve fin- building to its school.
alapprov11lto a compromise version
UNM's G~llup branch college
of the General Appropriations Act was 11ppropriated $25 million for a
last week. The act includes the oper- vocational program building and Jibating _budgets for state-funded rary. The Los Alamos branch colschools of higher education.
·Jege received $400,000 for a laboraThe bill included. no tuition in- tory facility. The Valencia Branch
creases for .in-state students and ~ College received $260,000 to design
.
a permanent site for the college.
"It was really a successful year
5-percent mcrease for out-of-state
students. University of New Mex- for UNM," Gallegos Sllid,
ico's ASUNM President Michael
.
Gallegos commended the work of
Gallegos Sl'id it has been mne years the ASUNM Lobby Committee and
since tht> Legislature approved a committee Chairman Mark Duran.
zero•percent tuition increase.
·
'd
· b · b'
Faculty and staff salary increases "Theyreallydt aremarka leJo • '
Dean Gerald May of the UNM
were not provided for in the revised College .of Engineering said he
bill.
The measure included $200,000 money for the new engineering
building will come from the
for a nursing student loan program issuance of state bonds instead of
and $300,000 for UNM Medical
School's Cancer Treatment Center. being appropriated from the state's
The Senate had revised the House · yearly revenue.
bill to include about$9 million more
May said construction might
for higher education,-including a 5· being this fall, and could be compercent. pay inc~~-- A J:lo.use.and pleted in less than two years.
¥,8elflltirclJnferellce-.-corrunittee cut all· ... c~r.tf¢~1lddition willactually .bdWQ
but an estimated $1.5 million of the separate buildings that will be joined
proposed increases.
underground. The library will have
(UPI) - A University of New
three stories underground .and two
Mexico student was found by a
The. bill authorizes spending of stories above ground. The engineersearch patrol Sunday morning after
about $1.2 billion for state agencies ing building will .have two ston.'es
ode
bo
and schools in fiscal year 1983-84.
spending a night huddled in a cave.
This atn()Unt u.ires that additional u rground and three stories a ve
State police search coordinator
ground, May said.
Jeny Patton said Naok() Hosoo, 25,
tax revenues of about $66 milIion be '
May said the engineering departraised for next year.
.
was reported missing Saturday afterThe Le.gislature also pa.· ssed a ment has not fit mto its own building
noon. He said when searchers found
for IS years.
her she was cold and tired, but other$1.05 million state-funded workThe Legislature earlier approved
wise in good condition.
study bill last week, which is about a a bill allowing for one of two stuPatton said she had gone with
5-percent increase over last year's dents on the Board of Educational
$1 million measure.
friends to spend a weekend at a
Joe Cavan:lta
Finance to become the 12th voting
friend's cabin near the Rio Puerco in ·SPRING is offici•lly here •s oi9:S9 p.m. Sund•y but from the
UNM will receive about member on the panel.
Sandoval County. While walking,
$380,000 from the bill, Gallegos
The student voting member will
she became disoriented and got lost. looks ol S•ndi• Pe•k, spring we•ther m•y not have •rrived said.
·
be appointed from one ofnine sepayet.
Joe
Gutierrez
enjoys
the
l•st
d•y
of
winter
with
•
so/it•
He said she stayed in a small cave
The University and its branch col- . rate institutions on a rotational basis
until Sunday morning. When she be- ary jog around Johnson Field.
leges received more than $10 mil- so that all schools will be equally
gan walking again, she was spotted
lion for capital outlay projects.
represented on the board:
by air searchers.
t.

Student Found
Afte·r ·c·old Night

req·

Mondale Attacks Reagan
By Dennis Pohlman
Democratic presidential candidate Walter Mondale said President
Reagan's administration's environmental policiell "amount ·to an
assault on the public health.''
The former vice president and
front-running Democratic presidential candidate told the annual con•
vention of the National Wildlife.
Federation Saturday that present
a.d~inisttation policies have not
only threatened tile future of U.S.
wilderness lands; but have put the
public in real danger from air and
water pollution.

•'The president of the lJ.S. ·has a
responsibility to uphold the .Jaws of
the land. That is not the case with
this president. He has bartered the
public interest for the support of
business jn.what alllOunts to a policy
of plunder," Mondale said.
Mondale was espec:iaJJy critical of
the troubled federal Environmental
Protection Agency. He called on
Reagan to clean the agency of those
who Will not enfon:e federal environmental standards.
''If I were president, any official
·failing to act in the interest of the

·continued on Plig• 5
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Wire Report
Natural Gas Pricing -Disputed
WASHINGTON-The Supreme
Court is scheduled to hear arguments Tuesday in a n&tural gas pipeline company pricing dispute the
federal government claims could
ultimately cost consumers between
$2 billion and $3 billion.
At issue is a 1981 ruling by the 5th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals involving "first sale" of natural gas
by pipeline companies. "First sale"·
is the point where pipeline \Om·
panics can charge higher prices for
the gas they produce, as provided
under the 1978 Natural Gas Polipy
Act.

But while the issue is pending in
the high court, Congress has before
it a proposal by President Reagan to
eliminate all price controls on first
sales.
However, Justice Department
attorney Elliott Schulder says even if
Congress were to pass Reag<!n's
proposal, the issue still should be
resolved .
"Even if Congress passes this,
then the question would still be
whether pipelines selling their own
production would be free from any
constraints under the Natural Gas
Act," he said. "l would think the
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USED BOOK SALE (13th annual)

,_

Sponsored by Friends of Albuquerque Puhli~ Library, will be held at
the M a,in Public Library, lower level, 501 Copper NW,

Wed., March 23, 6-8:30 PM, $2 admission for
adults, children free. Ticket sales begin at 4 PM.
Thurs., March 24, 10 AM.8:30 P~f. free admission
Fri., :Vlarch 25, 10 A~1-5 PM. free admission
Sat., March 26, 10 A:Vl-2 PM. free admission,
Sl per grocery hag

ONE DRAGON
CHINESE RESTAURANT

Specialize In Szechuan Cuisine (spicy)

LUNCH BUFFET
11 :30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
$3.49 per pe ..son FOR ALL YOU CAN EAT
1) Fried Rice
2) Chow Mein
3) Sweet and Sour Chicken

5) Hot & Sour Cabbage
6) Szechuan Chicken
7) Fried Wonton

4) Garlic Beef

5 of the above items served daily

STIIDElft SPECIAL CARRY-OUT

$2.69

All .Business Hours

Fried Rice
Curry Chicken
Fried Wonton (3)

--~--~---------------~----------,
A Large Bowl of- our
z1

bV' United Press International

$2 69.
.

Vegetarian Special
Chow Meln
Fried Rice
Hot & Sour Cabbage
Hours: Mon.· Fri. 11:30am·9:00pm
Sat. 5:00pm·9:COpm

deregulation would apply at the
point at which the gas is produced.
''As far as. pipelines go they can
pass along the costs of purchasing
that gas and a reasonable return, but
the pipelines themselves wouldn't
be allowed to reap a windfall," he
said.
Even though the gas in question
constitutes only 3 percent of annual
production, the issue could have
wider ramifications and the J usticc
Department says the appeals CO\lrt
ruling could raise pipeline prices as
much as $180 million annually.
The high court will hear arguments on cases filed by the Public
Service Commission of New York,
Arizona Electric Power Cooperative
Inc., the state of Michigan and the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission against MidLouisiana Gas
Co. and five other pipeline companies.
The appeals court said the ''first
sale'' could be interpreted to include
a company selling gas from its production division to_its own transmission division. The court also said the
"first sale" could be interpreted to
mean the eventual sale of that gas to
regular customers after the gas has
been cominglcd with purchased gas
and transported downstream as part
of a general system supply.
The other pipeline companies arc
El Paso Natural Gas Co., Colorado
Interstate Gas Co., Kentucky-West
Virginia Gas Co., Kansas-Nebraska
Natural Gas Co. Inc. and Michigan
Wisconsin Pipe Line co.
Friend-of-the-court briefs were
filed by the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association representing 25 million customers and the
Pl,Jblic P9~~r Group reprc~~nting 70
municipal and publicly owned energy sytstems serving 2.3 million customers in 15 llfa!es.
All said they feared the decision
would mean dramatically higher
prices for consumers.
The Public Power Group members are from Arizona, California,
Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Iowa,
Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska,
New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas.

Graduate Student Association

Applications for GSA Presidency 1983-84
Available in GSA Office. SUB basement 277-3803
9am•lpm Mon.-Thrs
6pm-8pm Tues.

Deadline for application submission:
March 24, 1 m

BSNISWOIIHAN
COMMISSION
ARMY.
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$1.69 45(: savings
With this
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another storm forecasters said would
hit Sunday.
Only flurries remained in western
Oklahoma and the panhandle . of
Texas after Saturday storms buried
the area with up to 6 inches of snow,
Roads were reported snowpacked
near Alburqueque, N.M ..
Snow spread from the Colorado
mountains across Kansas, eastern
Nebraska into northern Illinois. The
snow will move east into northern
Indiana and Ohio later in the day
with 2 to 4 .inches expected in those

areas_.
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Frontier Restaurant
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Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. B13verage
71
Reg. 52 21
with coupon • 'Good Any Time - No Limit
Open Daily
Use our convenient drive up windows at
at 11 :ooam
1830 Lomas NE
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central NE
5231 Central SW
Expires 3-27·83
11200 Montgomery NE
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5 Tokens

2 for 1

for 1.00
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Taxes Paid on Interest
Provokes Controversy

Winter took one last swing at the
nation Sunday, spreading snow
from the Rockies to the Midwest artd
cloaking the Northeast with a cold,
grey drizzle.
Spring was to officially begin at
11:39 p.m. EST Sunday, spelling
the end to one of the mildest Winters
experienced in the Plains, Midwest
and Northeast.
Californians, already battered by
a chain of violent storms that have
killed 21 people artd caused $500
• r.ni)ll!lll, in dama!lc, braced fo.r

1
1

.
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.2 pieces of--------------------------,
Golden Fried Chicken Z I

SEATILE - A small group of protestors at track side Sunday in
Billings, Mont., watched the slow passing of a snow-white "death
train" believed to be carrying 100 hydrogen bombs to the nuclear
submarine base at Bangor, Wash.
The train, pulling 12 specially designed freight cars and two large
turreted security cars, arrived about 3:30 p.m. MST Sunday at the
restricted speed of35 mph required for shipments of hazardous cargo.
A Billings police spokesman said "a few people" gathered along
the tracks to oppose passage of the train. He said no one was arrested
and no one tried to halt the train.
Protest vigils also were planned for Helena, Bozeman and Missoula.
In Washington, trackside vigils wece planned in Sultan, Everett,
Edmonds, Seattle, Tacoma, Olympia and Elma,
A prayer vigil was planned at Bangor foe the train's arrival, estimated by anti-nuclear groups to be. Monday afternoon or evening. The
train's .arrival time at Bangor is classified infmmation.
Federal and railroad officials have refused to confirm that the train
was carrying nuclear warheads.
"Good Germans should have protested when the railroad cars
carrying Jews to their destruction passed through their towns," saud
Francis Kromkowski of the Last Chance Peacemakers Coalition in
Helena. ''But they looked the other way. We're not looking the other
way."
At least l 00 protestors gathered for a vigil at the Burlington NorthemRailroad depot in Missoula in western Montana,· said Linda Green- ·
wald, 33, of the "Agape" antinuclear group network in Missoula.
Protestors have been lining the tracks during the train's passage
through the western states. Burlington Northern officials notified
authorities ofpossible problems after 11 people were arrested Saturday
in protests in Denver and Fort Coliins, Colo.
Agroup of200 protesters met the train Saturday as it wound through
the western outskirts of Cheyenne, Wyo.
''Our emphasis is on pcoviding a continuous presence from the time
the train comes into our area," Jim Douglass, spokesman ofWashington's anti-nuclear group, Ground Zero, said Sunday. •'We want to be
continously present as the train moves through the northwest."
The train left the Pantex Corp. at Amarillo, Texas Friday afternoon
and changed crews at Denver early Saturday. The Pantex Corp. assembles nuclear weapons used by U.S. military forces.

While Wall Street accepted the
new rules with hardly any objection,
trade groups for banks, savings and
loans and credit unions set off a campaign that triggered a blizzard of
angry mail to Capitol Hill.
The effort quickly built majorities
in both the Senate and the House in
favor of repealing the objectionable
part of the Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act of 1982.
A major argument against the
withholding planis that it would cost
banks so much they would be forced
to cut services to depositors, or reduce interest paid on accounts.
Another charge is that many elderly
people would suddenly find checks
they count on mysteriously reduced.
The rules, however, allow the
elderly and others to file for exemp·
tions from the withholding requirement. The exemption form tnay be
filed at any time.
In an effort to defuse some of the
controversy, the Treasury Depart•
ment has adjusted the rules for the
withholding. As it now stands, the
financial insitutions are to calculate
the amount of interest to be withheld
When it is paid. When it is actually
deducted from an account may vary,
but the institution will be allowed to
hold the money for 30 days before
sending it on to the government.
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Coupon expires 3-27-83

Spring Special
$5.00 Bonus
'
$1.00 Bonus

To all old donors

r----------------------------------··-----

1 Efonic
I :5

• Nike • International Sports • Spenco • Reebok. • Bill ROgers •. :r'

~

~

I& GICS

i RONNERSHOE

We sell Nothing

10% off

J

WORLD

~ ·3515 LOMAS BLVD. N.E •. 505 268·6300 .;

j ALBUQUERQUJ;. NEW ME~~~'!ss!~!!! .1

on any running shoes
but Running Stuff

with coupon thru 4-2-83

:.-:..-:::.---::::.---.::.-:
2 Slices of

All Cheese Pizza

$1.00

Spring Ends Mild Winter

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full ..fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.
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Protesters Block Train
In Route to Sub Base

WASHINGTON - Born of the
government's desperate need for
more money, the automatic with·
holding of taxes from interest payments has become the most con·
troversial of several changes in the
tax law that go into effect this year.
One idea behind the change is that
tax cheating can be reduced by hav•
ing bank and savings institutions,
and brokerage firms in some cases,
withhold 10 percent of interest and
dividends paid- much as tax with·
holding is imposed on peoples'
paychecks.
As simple as it sounds, the plan
has provoked a strong reaction and
even thceatened to snarl Senate passage of a big jobs bill last week,
Administration tax policy experts, already counting on an addi·
tiona! $4 billion in revenue a year to
help offset a projected deficit around
$200 billion, were sUiprised by the
strength of the banking industry's
challenge.
A louder prqtest had been expected from Wall Street, since the
new law- set to take effect July 1
- requites stockbrokers to report
sales of all stocks and bonds to the
government for the first time, as
well as withhold 10 percent interes.t
from dividend payments and doing
so far more often than required of
banks.
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Spicy Green Chili Stew
_g 0
flour tortilla & small soft drink ~ ~

Coupon valid today only 3·21-83
Appetito1s
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Breakfast •69¢

Ham & Cheese Sub

$1.95

7am to 11am only
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2 eg·gs, hash br.owns,
0 ()II.
'tOaSt & jelly and COffee
vai~P~~lo~nly 3·21-83
I
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Non-Greeks Invited to Greek Wee·k
By Lydia Piper

---Opinion---

---Letters---

'Fascist Elitists' Suggest
More Campus Changes

Stone Age Preferred
Editor:
A few weeks ago,. my philosophy professor made the shocking
statement that he wished the atom had never been split! What that
had to do with modern European philosophy, I couldn't tell, but he
had previously devoted time in class to discussing movies, women's
rights and even writing Japanese. I felt this issue was at least as
important, so I asked why. The professor answered that because of
the threat of nuclear holocaust, one doesn't know what's going to
happen from one day to the next. When Icommented thatthe splitting
of the atom also gave us an efficient energy source that could put our
economy back on its feet, he replied, "I'd rather .live in the stone age."
I found this statement very profound! It made me start thinking of all
the other things I wish had never been discovered like fire (without
fire, there would be no bombs or bullets) or the wheel (no je~:~ps or
tanks) or education (no elite class of people that get fat while others
starve).
If Professor Caslllis can't see that the splitting of the atom has given
us an effective treatment and a possible cure for cancer, not to mention the most plausible escape from our economic woes, as far as I'm
concerned, he already lives in the stone age.

Editor:
The rest of us fascist-elite types certainly appreciate Professor
Berthold's suggestion for cutting costs and raising revenues at UNM.
Our only complaint is that he doesn'tgofarenough. The following are
some suggestion put together from students at the University Review, the UNM College. Republicans and sundry other students who
defy political categorization. As a member of the University Review
staff, I had a good chuckle over Professor Berthold's suggestion that
we take over the duties of a campus police. Yes, we are big on law and
order, but if this whole idea of improving efficiency and fiscal reponsi·
bility at UNM is to be taken seriously, we must maximize our talent
and ability. Actually, ROTC should take over campus police. We lassez
fa ire, capitalist pig types should be turned loose on raising revenues,
setting up cooperative programs with businesses and getting support
from the wealthy citizenry.
· Social Darwinists, take note:
--eompletely eliminate all University food service. Private businesses
should contract out these services.
--eut off all funding to the Daily Lobo. Force them to turn to the private
sector for support (and apply this same rule to all student organzalions as welL)
-eliminate any university support (including building space) for any
campus ministry, This is an educational institution, not a seminary.
-host water-walking contests (an entry fee will be charged, of
course) for leftists, environmentalists, El Salvadorans, anti-nuke
freaks, minority groups to ascertain "Most Oppressed" status. First
prize will be a weekend in the Salt Creek Wilderness area hosted by
Yates Petroleum and lunch with James Watt.
-eliminate ASUNM and any committees and student organizations
that are part of it. If positions such as President, Vice-President are to
continue, then these shall be non-salaried positions and students will
f!Ol be allowed to expend any funds on campaigning for these posi·
t1ons.
-eliminate student activity fees.
-shut down the SUB theater.
--eharge admission when Cindy Lasater and the evangelists come to
campus every spring.
-eliminate all funding to sororities and fraternities, close the buildings down and convert them into dormitories.
-a pa~king fine !lf $1000 for parking in handicapped only spaces.
-ellmmate fundmg for athlet1c events of any kind. The purpose of a
university is educational, not recreational.
-bulldoze Johnson Field, Johnson Gym, build a nuclear power plant
with the aid of the Engineering Department and sell cheaper eletricity
to the city of Albuquerque.
--eompletely eliminate all administratorsand institute a managerial
system con"sisting of an assembly of professors, graduate students
and undergraduate students to run the university.
-allf!W the .Political Science (and any other Department,) to declare
certam pro!essors as propaganda arms for certain organizations,
such as: Ph1l Roeder (the KGB), Peter Lupsha (the Democratic Nation·
al Committee), Jay Sorenson (the Sierra Club) and Jet them receive
their salaries from the approprite organizations. We are sure that
there is no end to the professors we could name here.
-force members of the Board of Regents to pay for the privilege of
serving the University of New Mexico.
--eonvert all builing not relating directly to academic and educational
matters into other offices or housing space. The only building to be
exempt from this will be Scholes Hall, the SUB, Mesa Vista and
Bandelier Hall.
-buy weapons from Israel and nuke New Mexico State University
~nd Eastern New Mexico University, thereby eliminating competi·
t1on.
-s~ggestions fo~ Vale park have ranged from strip mining it. to
settmg up a man1uana farm and allowing the transients (bums) a
percentage of the take for tending it.
Leslie Mansfield

NO ... GO AWAY,
MII..() .. .Ofl GAll,

we•ve ror-ro
5ITJP... NO

MOil£ BAP

PIGT!IPGS ...

\

Mark Rislove

McCarthyism Lives
Editor:

l. .. l-.. Urrr£
GIRl..?

... F£€0tN6 A

As with all great evils, the madness of McCarthyism will not die.
James Howell's recent guest editorial, "Soviet Union Uses .Peace to
Conquer Within" (Daily Lobo, 3-3·83) seriously lacks substantiation.
While I share Mr. Howell's concern over Soviet expansionism, some
of his claims cannot go unchallenged.
First, what proof does he have to offer that U.S. military hardware,
among the most technologically advanced in the world, is "old and
outdated?" Secondly, what exactly does Mr. Howell mean by saying
that "the KGB is behind almost two thirds of the freeze movements in
the U.S. and Europe (directly or indirectly)" and what exactly are
these "recent studies" that demonstrate this claim.
As a Freeze supporter, I find Mr. Howell's implication of my involve·
ment insulting and publicly unacceptable. Mr. Howell, por favor,
show me the evidence.

5Q!JIRRa.

Phil Brinkman

Too Much Exposure
Editor:
How easily amused are we? I mean, what could be more thrilling

t~an to pay for.a tender but bawdy message to be delivered to your

fnends m pubhc by some woman dressed in last year's Christmas
wrapping paper?
·
. But, alack, yes! thi~ is what this particular cycle in so cal acceptablil·
•tv seems to be d1ctatmg and I suppose that my newly found profound
lack of apl?rov~l resides in the fact th~t h~man bein·gs of my particular
gender Will strll answer to that prof1teenng call of the wild that tells
· them that it's O.K. to sell themselves for male fun and entertainment.
What an old, old story.
B~t.l really think that to display all of this in a· campus newspaper is
so nd1culous. I mean, even rf we had the attitude of "who cares?",
who needs or even demands that we be subject to such "exposure"
on the front page of our newspaper? Besides, there are so many other
places to s.ee such.sights. You can always call them. That's Strip·O·
Gram or J:?rai·A-Strlp, or whatever, and keep it in the privacy of your
own pubhc space.

Nan Mager
NfWMt XICO·------~-----
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Member, Now MeKicO Pross ASsociation

Members of the University of
New Mexico Greek system hopt1 this
year's Greek Week will involve
more non-Greek students.
Frank Fanelli, member of the
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, St1id
Greek Week in the past has been
targeted towards entertaining
Greeks. This year, many of the
events planned are open to the University community in an effort to get
more non-Greeks involved, he said,
Fanelli said this will help educate
people about the Greek system at

UNM and give the Greeks more exposure to non-Greeks,
Greek Week is March 21-27. Of
the eight events planned, four are
open to anyone interested.
The week starts--with an exch11nge
dinner for Greeks only. Each sorority will host a dinner for representatives from each of the fraternities,
A lecture series is planned for
Tuesday, hosted by some of the
sororities. The lectures arefree and
open to the public.
The lectures include Alcohol
Awareness from 6 to 7 p.m. at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house, 1620

'No' Vote On Lottery
SANTA FE (UPI)- Bills from
both legislative chambers that would
have created a statewide lottery were
dead at the close of the session noon
Saturday, despite the last-minute
efforts of one sponsor to save the
House measure.
The Senate bill, sponsored by
Sen. Charles Marquez, R-Santa Fe
died late Friday night when th~
House adopted an unfavorable committee report on the measure. The
measure sponsored by Albuquerque
Democrat Rep, Ted Asbury, however, lasted until the end of the session
when it died from lack of action. '
Asbury said he was disappointed
at the outcome and worked until
"the 59th minute of the 24th hour of
the 60th day'' to save the controversial measure.
Both the House and Senate passed
their respective legislation, but
failed to approve the bills after they
crossed the hallway.
Marquez's bill, Senate Bill 11,
died in the House Judiciary Commit-

tee, while Asbury's measure, House
Bill 337, languish~d in Senate Finance.
Asbury, who was absent when the
House voted to adopt the Judiciary
Committee.report, said he would not
have fought the adverse committee
report on SB 11 even if he had been
on the floor at the time.
He said judiciary Chairman Rep,
Thomas Foy, D-SilverCity, cooperated in a defeated effort to remove
the bill from that committee and it
would have been a' 'political slight"
to try to overturn his committee's
report.
Asbury said it would have also
been impolite to try to remove his
bill from the Senate committee without the cooperation of Chairman
Sen. Alex Martinez, D-Santa Fe.
HB337 cosponsor Rep. Kiki
Saavedra, D-Aibuquerque, said he
was pleased with the progress both
bills made.
''This is fantastic for its first year.
Now we have to go back and educate
the people," he said.

Legislature Gives
School Confidence
By Carol Bradley Shirley
The New Mexico state Legislature did not approve a $6.7 million request
for an additon to the Anderson School of Management, but they did give the
addition a vote of confidence in the fonn of $402,000 for planning.
"It was a nice surprise," said Ron Hutchinson, of Hutchinson, Brown &
Partners Inc., the architectural firm that will be designing the addition.
The House had not included any funding for the University of New
Mexico's business school, but the Senate added the planning .money and the
House concurred late Friday. Gov, Toney Anaya said Saturday he planned to
sign the state public works bill intact.
Hutchinson said the .money will be used to verify the conceptual plan that
has already been done and to produce the actual plans and construction
documents.
"It was a good move on the part of Legislature," he said of the approval of
planning funds. "The planning will take a year anyway and by approving
them this year, we save a full year of inflation."
If the Legislature had waited until next year to approve the entire amount
necessary for design and construction, the addition would have been .set back
a full yeat, Hutchinson said.
• ·

Mesa Vista N.E.; Study Tips from 7
to 8 p.m. at the Alpha. Chi Omega
house, 1635 Mesa Vista N.E.; and
Stress Management from 8 to 9 p.m.
atthe Pi Beta Phi house, 1701 Mesa
Vista N.E.
A Greek Sing will be held
Wednesday. This event is also open
to the public. Admission is $1, and
the proceeds go to the Cerebral Palsy
Foundation. The show begins at 7
p.m. in the UNM Student Union
Ballroom.
The theme of this year's Greek
Sing is "A Night on Broadway,"
and various members from the
sororities and fraternities will be
performing songs from Broadway
shows.
The show is also a competition for
the Greeks, and the best pcrfonnance will be announced at the end of
the night. The host for the show will
be Paul Douglas from KOB radio.
Thursday, the Phi Gamma Delta
Fraternity will host a Casino Night at
1801 Mesa Vista N.E., starting at
7;30. Open to the public, the event's
admission is $2. Last year the proceeds went to the UNM Child Coop. This year's recipient has not
been chosen yet,
The $2 includes $200 worth of
chips. The tables .close at i l p.m.,
and prizes will be auctioned off for
the chips. The chips cannot be exchanged for money. Miller Brewing

Company will be donating the
prizes, which include hats, T-shirts
and lighted signs. Refreshments can
be purchased with the chips,
On Friday, the Grec)).s will be
sponsoring a blood drive for the United Blood Services in the SUB Ballroom. This is open to the public.
The drive will go on from 9 a.m.
until 4 p.m.
The Greek Awards Banquet will
be held Friday night at the Marriott
Ballroom, This event is for Greeks
only. The guest speaker will be
Mary Barbee, National Panhcllenic
president and UNM staff member,
Toe awards given will include
Best Sorority, Best Fraternity,
Greek Mlln and Greek Woman of the
Year. Scholarship trophies will be
awarded for highest grade point
averages.
The Greek Week participation
trophy will also be awarded at the
banquet. Both sororities and·
fraternities wiii be earning participation points all week toward this
award.
Fanelli said the Greeks did not
want alcohol to be a big part of this
year's activities and only one major
party is planned for the week. The
party takes place Saturday at the Sigma Chi house and is for Greeks only.
For more infonnation on Greek
Week activities, call the Student
Activities Office at 277-4706.

ATTENTION

-Now open on SundavsFalr Plala Shopping Cenler
Lnmas and San Pedro 2fill.6706
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Lunch, Dinner
Entertainment

SUE
YOUNG
Appearing
Tues- Sat

NMECU MEMBERS and
BANKMA TE CARDHOLDERS

Effective immediately, the ATM
located at our office at l712 Las Lomas NE has NEW
OPERATING HOURS. Bankmate card users will be able
to operate the C.U. ANYTIME A.T.M. from 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
~ONDAY THROU~H FRIDAY. O~~Y.(NO WEEKENDS!!). WE REG.RET THIS
'
inconvenience but due to neighbor
complaints we have been
left with no alternative
but to curtail the hours
of operation until
we can move it to its
NEW LOCATION-INSIDE
THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING!!
WATCH FOR FURTHER DETAILS
and thank you for your cooperation.

New Mexico Educators
Federal Credit Union

New Hours
8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
Monday-Friday

N.M. State Forgoes
Swastika Emblem
LAS CRUCES (CPS) -New
Mexico State University may soon
drop the swastika as the official
name and emblem for its school
yearbook, officials say, because
"it's an image we just can't overcome."
Since the early 1900s, New Mexico State has used the swastika as:tually an ancient Zuni Indian
symbol for good fortune - as the
title and symbol for its yearbook.

Outing World War II, after
Adolph Hitler adopted the swastika
as the official mark of the Nazi par·
ty, the school discontinued all use of
the symbol.
Now a growing number of students, faculty and administrators
feel it's time to do away with the
emblem entirely. Any value it has as
a symbol of Indian heritage, they
say, is overShadowed by its association with Nazi Gennany.

Mondale - - - - - contitrued· from p11ge 1
public would be out by sundown,"
Mondale said.
He pledged that, if elected, .he
would act to reverse budget cuts in
federal regulatory agencies and en·
sure enforcement of environment
protection laws. He said he would
restore purchasing funds for wilderness expansion artd would use the

existing toxic chemical cleanup fund
better.
Mondale said he wanted to make
protection of the environment a eentralissue in the 1984 campaign. He
said environmentalists are a growing
force in U.S. politics, and cited the
election ofJeffBingaman, D-N:M.,
as an example of the power of the
environmental vote.

•
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More Women in College

Newsmakers

WASHINGTON (UPI)Women are going to college in ever
increasing numbers, expanding their
enrollment lead over men, and the
average age of college students is
creeping upward, the Census
Burea1.1 report said Sunday.

Dr. Donald Boehnker has been named 11s new director of Instructional
Media Services. at the University of New Mexico. Hoehnker, now associate
director of the Center for Instructional Development at New Mexico State
University, will assume his new post June I.
Dr. Mohammad Jamshidi, professor of electrical and computer engineering at UNM, recently completed the first textbook in the field of
large-scale systems.
The work, which took three years to complete, describes power networks,
regional water systems, space structures, telescopes and energy resources,
among other subjects, The book is now in use by schools in the United States,
Canada, Europe and Japan.
The UNM engineering department is one of only 15 schools that offer a
graduate course on large-scale systems.

The report showed total enroll·
ment at all school levels stayed about the same in 1981 as in 1980, but
it has changed markedly since 1970,
with the number of children in
nursery schools nearly doubled.
Women began to outnumber men
on college campuses in 1979. By
1981, there were I 08 women in college to every I 00 men, the report
said. In 1972, there were 74 women
per 100 men in college.

Two UNM faculty members, Brian McDonald and John Tysseling, have
co-written a 20-page report on water availability in the Upper Rio Grande
Basin in which they predict water resources will be adequate until the year
2000.
They arrived at their projections through an analysis of population statistics, economic profiles and current supplies and consumption. The research
paper is included in a special edition of the Natural Resources Journal,
published by the UNM law school.

The survey showed most college
students were over 21, and more
than a third were 25 .and older.
Enrollment in colleges rose by a
third from·l972 to 1981, to a total of
12.1 million, with the number of
men in college up 12 percent and the
number of women up 63 percent.
Total enrollment among those 14 to
34 years of age was 10.7 million,

U.S. To Join Spain
In Meteorite Study
A four-year agreement was
signed recently calling for scientific
cooperation among three institutions
in Spain and two in the United
States, including the University of
New Mexico's Institute of Meteoritics.
Dr. Klaus Keil, director of the
UNM institute, said the agreement
calls for the joint study of a collection of meteorites housed at the
National Museum of Natural Sciences in Madrid. In addition, the
agreement calls for Keil to teach a
course on meteoritics in Spain and
for the establishment of a student
exchange program.
Other institutions involved in the
collabortivc program include the department of geosciences at the University of Houston, the Geological
Institute of the Superior Council of
Scicntil1c Investigations in Madrid,
and the Geological Museum in Barcelona.
Meteorites arc considered to be
among the oldest materials h) the
sol.ar system. Kcil, who is a professor at the UNM department of geology, said the study of meteorites
helps to provide information about
the processes that occurred when the
solar system formed about 4.5 billion years ago.

meaning 1.4 million people 35 years
of age and older were attending colleges.
Women, the report said, comprised half the full-time undergraduates
under the age of 35, and 45 percent
of the graduate ·students. They also
~ccounted for a majority of the partttme and two-year college students.
Total enrollment in all schools did
not change much from 1980 to 1981,
hitting nearly 58.4 million in 1981.
But the composition of the enrollment has changed significantly from
1970, said the bureau,
The number of children in nursery
schools doubled over the decade to
nearly 2.1 million, and it was up
nearly four times from 1965.
As the children of"the baby boom
years have grown older, the number
of elementary school students has
dropped about 18 percent from the
peak of almost 34 million in 1970 to
27.8 million in 1981.
High school enrollment was down
9 percent to 14.6 million from its
apparent peak of 1976-77.

New Program Helps Smokers
By Janet Rivera
What do you do 50,000 times a year?
If you smoke one pack of cigarettes daily then you
!like 50,000 ''drags" a year,
Psychology Professor Michael Dougher and doctor·
al student Jack Crossen have.designed a 12-week prog.
ram to help smokers quit.
Rather than use aversion techniques, such as shock,
or passive techniques like hypnosis, this program fo.
cuses on the smoker being in control.
"There's no magic involved in this. We can't re·
place the cigarette and give them something just as
good," Crossen said. "What we're trying to do is help
them cope with their smoking urges," he said.
"We chose techniques that are the most effective
and put them in a package to try to maximize the
likelihood that people will stop smoking," Dougher
said.
Among the techniques used to help a smoker quit arc
to identify a situation, plan stategy against a bad situation, relaxation techniques and self-monitoring.
The first four weeks of the program will be used to
gradually reduce smoking by lengthening the time
between cigarettes,
·
"Evidence suggests that gradual reduction to about
12 cigarettes and then "cold turkey" is better than

"cold turkey or gmdual reduction to zero," Dougher
said.
The last eight weeks are used as a maintenance
period.
Research has shown that most relapses occur within
three months after quitting. About 50 percent of people
in programs to stop smoking s1.1ffer a relapse.
"You have to remember that the people in these
programs have been unsuccessful in the past," said
Dougher. ''So these are the people for whom it is the
most difficult to quit."
The structured setting of the program may help
smokers stay off cigarettes.
"It's very hard to come in every week when everybody else is sticking with it and you're not. When
you're by yourself you can rationalize quitting,"
Dougher said.
The program is instructed by advanced-level
psychology students who are ex-smokers. The students are Morley Johnston, Jean Spates, Nan Turner
and Kevin Paul."
The program will begin at 7 p.m. March 23 in Room
121 of the Psycholoy Building. A $35-dollar deposit is
required, of which $20 will be refunded if the participant has had perfect attendance.
For questions or additional information call 2774121 and leave a message.

Meteorites originate, he said,
when asteroids collide, sending
some of their fragments to Earth.
MAZA TLAN'S beaches are leh a shambles by the approximately 2,000 U.S. students
The study of the meteorites is rewho flocked there during spring break.
garded by Kcil and other scientists to
be of great importance, Keil said.
He said the agreement will allow
him and representatives from the
other participating institutions to
study, classify and catalog the
meteorites, and to ~ublish the results
of the study.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Giant then fell asleep Saturday, and zoo
Ling Ling has experienced false
The project will seek funds from pandas
Ling Ling and Hsing Hsing, officials artificially inseminated pregnancy signs in the past, and bethe National Aeronautics and Space apparently exhausted from two days Ling Ling with semen flown in from
cause a panda cub is only 5 inches
Administmtion and other scientific of amorous labors, Sunday lost their London.
long at birth, it is difficult to deteragencies in the United States and last chance of the year to mate and
Dr. Robert Hoage, a zoo spokes- mine if the average 250-pound bear
Spain.
sunned themselves instead.
man, said the bears spent some time is pregnant.
Keil, the recipient of several
National Zoo scientists said Ling together Sunday morning, but
national and international honors, Ling, in her last day of heat, would
Pandas arc fertile only once a
seemed exhausted and preferred to
was one of the first scientists to re- be artificially inseminated later.
year, and Sunday was apparently the
laze
in
the
sun.
ceive and study soil and rock samChinese pandas did manage
"They showed some interest, but last day of Ling Ling's fertile
ples from the moon and one of 75 to The
consummate
their
stormy
eightthere
was no mounting attempt,'' period, Hoage said.
scientists directly involved with the year relationship Friday, but were
The second day of artificial inHoagc
said. "We decided to artifiViking mission to Mars. Recently,
semination was important, as repenot
thrilled
enough
by
the
expericially
inseminate
Ling
Ling
again,
he served on the NASA committee,
to repeat the performance and the two pandas will not be ated matings could increase the
which makes recommendations on ence
Saturday
or Sunday.
together again during her heat chances of Ling Ling's pregnancy
the future exploration of the solar
by 80 percent or 90 percent, scienThe
13-year-old
pandas,
gifts
period."
system.
from the Chinese government to the
Hoage said scientists will now tists said.
The Institute of Meteoritics, one United States in 1972, have a history wait until June or July for signs of
Dr. John Knight, a London Zoo
of two such institutes in the nation, of failed attempts. Their annual Ling Ling's pregnancy. "If we see veterinarian, flew to Washington
and its museum arc located in the amorous adventures have captivated her gathering dried bamboo and Saturday, carrying frozen panda seleaves to build a nest she may be men from Chi a Chia, the giantpanda
Geology Building on UNM's main the capital.
The two had a "small scuffle" pregnant," he said.
campus.
at the London Zoo.

Panda Sex Captivates Capital

SUMMER CAMP JOBS

Are You Losing Your Hair?
The University of New Mexico, Department ofMedicin~, Division ofOermatolo~
gy is studying effectiveness of a topical solution called monoxidil to determine its
effectiveness in growing hair. We are seeking 100 participants in this study with
male pattern or common baldness. The pattern of hair loss must include hair loss
in the front of the scalp and some hair loss on the back, middle of the scalp (see
photo). Patients must be available for one full year for monthly follow-up visits,
must be between the ages of18 & 49. For more information, please call277~6770
between 2 & 6 p.m. This phone will not be answered or manned at other hours.

For Faculty or Students
Camp Waldemar for Girls ......•..•.... Hunt, Texas 78024
Interviewing for Counselors Thursday, March 31
Sign up for interview at Parl•Time Placement
Openings for teachers of: ·
Ae··~bics
Cham.
Gxmnastics
Sw im m in g
Chorus ·
L1fe-saving
(WSI).
Arc ery
Ba miptqr
Dance
Me tStl
&Tennis
~welrr
Tramnoll're
Basketbal
Diving
Cam
.. p Craft Draw:,tticsd
itle :,nooting Volleyba .
Camp News•Engli,sh Ri ingS .etching
W. ea. vi n g,
l!.aper.
Fepcmg
S 1mnasbcs
Stitchery, etc.
l.:anoemg
Golf
So!:c:er
W c s f e r n
Soltball
Riding
Ceramics
Also jobs for trip counselor, camp nurse, office worker, and musicians for small stage band.

All but band members must be at least 2nd semester sophomores.

Runyouro\¥11 companyat26.

CHEERLEADER, CHAPARRAL,
MIKE MAN

We're looking for a few good col·
lege students and graduates who can
fill the shoes of a Marine Corps offi.
cer. 11tat's a pretty tall order.
Because tt means leading other

AND MASCOT TRYOUTS·
for the 1983-84 season

Marines. Being res~nsi?le for their
safety and welfare. Being tn charge.
That's something no civilian job
cart offer you at26. It's somethingvety
few people can ever measure up to.

the

Applications now available at
Student Activities
Center, .Room 106, SUB, and due back in on Monday, March 28th by 5:00pm. Call Student Activities
at 277-4706 for further Information.

1st Lt. Garry Wolfe;
3016 Monte VIsta NE,
Albuquerque, NM (505) 766·2816

..
'

Ifyou think you're cut from the
right mold, see your Marine Coips
Officer Selection Officer when he
v:isitsyourcampus or call him, at the
number listed below, today.
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10- 20% off
Ovation &. Yamaha guitars
All Banjos
Randall & Crate Amps
2 for 1 Sale on Selected String Sets
Buy an Ibanez guitar at 10% off
plus get a tuner Free! (99.50 value)
Come in und register to win a free guitar (worth 99.50)
No pur<h~;~se n~ccssary

265-3315

143 Harvard SE

************************************

HARRY'S PLACE
2128 Central S.E.

Welcome Back From
Break
Don't break a good habit
All you can eat pancakes

99¢
************************************

Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's hold.in' ya'?

Godfatht:r's PizZa ..
UNM location

106 Buena VIsta, SE 247-9591
(Behind :11 Ffa\IOH on Cfl:itbal}

5306 c....... sw
8700 MeMul8tvd. NE
1835 Candelaria, .NW
5500
NE

Lorca's Modern Spanish Play
Attacks Repression of Women

For attacking social mores and the
repression of women, the
play at that time in Spain's history
was considered scatalogical arid
seditious at best.
Lou Criss, associate professor of
theater arts and director of UNM's
production, points out that the fascist government in Spain strangled
all rut, and those artists who valued
their lives and creative expression
soon fled from the country.
"The play shows us how men
subjugated women," he says, "and
tells us what happens to a group of
women when they are repressed by
archaic moral law."
He likens Lorca' s need to create
and give birth to poetry to women's
desire to bear children. "Love is
life," Criss summarizes, "and if..
you can't let Jove happen, you die."
With only a few light moments to
brighten their world ofgloom, a gossiping but kindly maid, the mother
Bcrnarda and her five daughters live
every day in a state of spiritual
decay.
Quickly establishing the mood of
the play, the action opens on the day
of the funeral of Bernarda's second
husband with mourners at Bernarda's house.
All characters wear black, except
Adelas, the youngest daughter, who
defies her mother by abandoning
mourning clothes and wearing a
green dress.
Interestingly, the widow Bernarda is played by guest artist Angie
Torres, also a widow, who says she
took up acting after her husband's
death seven years ago "to keep from
going crazy'' and to findanewjoyin
life. Torres has since performed in
Hollywood and in Albuquerque at
the Adobe Theater, the Vortex and
with La Campania de Teatro de
Albuquerque.

836-0142
299.6666
345-8568
821·7262

Tom Gresham in association with KRKE
Present

.
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Regional Ceramics Conference
Noted for Quality, Informality
The sixth annual Southwest Re- from the University Museum,
gional Ceramics Conference, Clay UNM's J\SA Gallery, the Maxwell
O$ Art VI, will be held at the UniMuseum of Anthropology, the
versity of New Mexico Student Un- · UNM Foundation, National Endowion Ballroom Friday, Saturday and ment for the Arts and the New MexSunday.
ico Arts Division.
Noted for its high quality and inGuest artists for the conference
formality, the conference gathers are Manji Inoue, one of Japan's
together professional potters, stu- leading potters, who works in the
de.nts and expert visiting guest artists traditional style and process of porand teachers for a program of lec- (;elain; Patti Warashina, a specialist
tures, presentations and credit and on ceramics from the West coast;
non"credit. workshops.
and Ken Little, director of ceramics
Organized by UNM art depart- and sculpture at the University of
ment faculty member Hoyt Corbett, Oklahoma's School of Art.
the conference is sponsored by
Also attending are guest artists
UNM's departments of art and art Rick Dillingham, who will lecture
education and the New Mexico Pot- on Southwestern and Native Amerters Association, with assistance ican pottery; Tom Dickerson, an ex-

Envision a stage-in-the-round,
stark and sterile and devoid of color- only shades of grey. Two
levels of pale wooc.len fences encircle the stage, and a pair of towering
arches loom like watchtowers above
the arena.
With this colorless air of ubiquitous entrapment, the stage of the
University of New Mexico's Experimental Theater is set for the Up·
coming play The House ofBernarda
Alba, a modern Spanish tragedy that
depicts the lives of socially and sexually repressed women of Spain in
the l930s.
Federico Garcia Lorca, the most
famous and widely translated Spanish playwright, completed The
House ofBernarda Alba in 1936(the
year the Spanish Civil War began),
just months before he was executed
and buried in an unknown grave.

SUB Galeria To Open
Handmade Paper Show

sexu;~J

this week only

....,._.__.._

Presidential Scholars Club
e~dorsement

Sale
•
•
•
•
•

Arts

Arts

Spring

THE FAMILY MAID (Marthll Lopez y Gillipin) comforts Bernarda (Angie Torres) the the Theater Art Department's up·
comong production of "The House of Bernarda Alba."
As Bernarda, Torres plays a joyJess widow who pounds her cane on
the floor with the force and vehemence of a prison warden.
Ultimately a victim of her own
repressive society, Bernarda imprisons her daughters to maintain their
honor as women. Because Bernard a
believes that no man in their small
Spanish village is worthy of marriage to her daughters, she entertains
no male guests and forbids her
daughters from straying too far from
home, for fear of men who might
besmirch their good names.
Criss notes that Lorca is a "great
poet of images," using such devices
as a penned stallion kicking for freedom to parallel a desire to be free.
Expanding upon this inherent imagery, Criss has used Pablo Picasso's massive painting, Guernica, as
a visual metaphor for The House of
Bernarda Alba. In a range of black
and white tones, the painting oepicts
the horror and violence of the Spanish Civil War.
Criss adds that all the characters

in the art work'are female, with tn~·
exception of a horse with a man's
head and a broken statue of a male
figure.
Enhancing the Spanish theme,
Criss is using authentic Spanish
music for the play, and sees his set,
enclosed by fences, ns a bullring,
with all seating above the stage so
that audience members look down
on the action.
Because the play "represents the
old Spanish tradition" and because
Spain was one of the last western
countries to liberate women, Criss
says, the play is especially significant for Albuquerque audiences and
for the actresses, most of whom
have a Spanish heritage.
With curtain time at 8 p.m., the
play will run March 31 and April I,
2, 6, 7, 8 and 9. The April 6 performance will benefit La Campania.
Attendance is limited to 125 seats
so early reservations are suggested.
For ticket information, conatct
UNM's Fine Arts Box Office at 277-

The work of Albuquerque artist
Nancy J. Young is being featured in
a one-artist exhibit in the University
of New Mexico's Student Union
Galeria Saturday through April IS,
A public reception for the artist
will be held from 2 to 4 p.m.
Sunday.
Young, in her Albuquerque studio, works in relief prints, handmade paper and cast paper, Most
pieces are released in small editions;
a few are of only one or two pieces.
Some of the handmade paperwork is
made in collaboration with Russell
Hamilton, a master printer at
UNM's Tamarind Institute of
lithography and owner of Cuervo
Creative Paper in Albuquerque.
Young and her family have ex·

ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC AUDitORIUM
Thursday, March 24, 8:00p.m.

..

All scats

reserved $10·$12

'ticl<ets Avoilable ~~~ Wllrldwidc Box Office nnd Student llooksturc

A fascinating and almost forgot"
ten era in color photography is highlighted in a new exhibit at the Albuquerque Museum . .Autochromes:
Color Photography Comes of Age
contains over 100 dazzling color
photographs taken betWeen 1910
and 1940.
Developed in France by the
brothers Lumiere, the autoqhtome
was the the first practical method of
taking color photographs:
.
An autochrome c~ns1sted of a
glass .plate covered WJth thousands
of tiny colored. potato. starch granotes. Each acted as a color filter for
recording the image in photographic
emulsion also on the glass.
The ir.vcntion and widespread
distribution of the autochrome en-

abled photographers to take and de·
velop color pictures with their ordinary black-and-white equipment.
Photographers everywhere leaped at
the opportunity to more accurately
portray their surroundings, as this
diverse collection of images shows.
. There are pictures of French
women in flower gardens, Bavarian
castles, San Francisco singers and
other early-century images from
around the world, including British·
ruled India', Peary's North Pole expedition, and the coronation of Haile
Selassie, emperor of Ethiopia.
_ .
.
.
Many of the photographs come
from the National Geographic Soci•
ety, a pioneer in sending photographers to distant places. National
Geographic owes much of its suecess to the autoch~ome .. The .maga•

New Mexico Artists are being
asked to submit up to eight slides of
their work and a resume for a permanent reference bank presently being
established by the Santa Fe Festival
of the Arts Foundation.
The reference bank will be used to
review artists for the 1983 and future
'festival shows, as well as to form a
coherent body of knowledge and examples of contemporary works.
Slides should be of good quality
and should be labeled with the name
of the artist, title of the work, date,
size, medium and other information

4 Pill rm. 144 Honors Center
•
•
•
•

all members invited
must be present to vote
no proxy votes accepted
candidates must be pre!ient to be considered

BUSINESS MAGAZINES:

§

PENTHOUSE PET: Debbie Zullo
Autograph Signing at Newsland
Wednesday, March 23
3p.m. JOIN USI
9AM·9PM, EVERY DAY
2112 Central SE

~,q,<Q>t.Q'It.Q'I,q,<Q>~..q.,q,<Q>~..q.~..q.~,q,<Q>

the artist feels important.
Information and slides should be
sent to Artist Information, Santa Fe
Festival of the Arts, 227 E. Palace
Ave., SuiteE, SantaFe,NM87501.
The 1983 Festival of the Arts
show, Oct. 21 through 30, will be a
four-state invitational involving Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico and
Texas.
Information submitted by May I,
1983 will be considered for all1983
shows; information received after
that date will be on permlll!ent file
for future shows.

Why Consider Zeta?

Zero to

Mach lin
forty-nine
weeks.
We're fciokltlg for pilots.

And_navu~a·

torS.-c·orrege gradu_ates who ~ave ~hat
It takes to become u.s. Air Force flight

OffiCers·.
It's not easoj.lt bikes brains. _And de·
dlcatlon. Tr.Unlng Is tough. Demanding.
There's a lot to t_eam. Arter Officer
T1i11nlng School, b_i'l!il~pltot training
takes 49 weeks. Navlgatot training ~tJ·
out 36 Weeks. some SPedal programs
mav take slightlY less _or more time:
aut l<lr tl1ole wl\o Aim High enough,
we have sHVer wrnas: _to wear, and the
Wings Of_Arnerl~ _to fly. Wings like the

Hs·s you see here. And eilervthlng
r.rom supersonic. flohters to the biO•
gest transport I•~< In t11e !1<'/. It'S a

great way to ·serve your coontrv.
Wyou're Under 27, find OUt hOW to
Qlliillrv. There's no otJifgatlon.
contact: Rich VIcars

Air Forte Officer

Pr6turement Recrulter

212s WYoming Blvd. NE

~bUQUerque, NM 81112

ISOSI 2911-1122

~

Money, Forbes, N.M. Business Journal, Specialty §
Salesman, Inc., Business Week, Venture, Income
Opportunities, Harvard Business Review, Commod· ~
ities, In Business, Entrepreneur, Fortune, Success, Tax
Shelter Digest, 211 Ways To Make Money, Madison
Ave., Wharton

Zeta Tau Alpha

4402.

zine published more than 2,000
autochromes over a 10-year period.
Aside from £heir historical interest, the images glow with a
warmth and vibrancy caused by the
optical effect of the tiny colored
dots.
Like impressionist and pointillist
paintings, even theshadows are full
of luminescent color. It's hard to
believe some of these images --!
blushing cheeks, blooming flowers
and sparkling costumes - are over
60 years old.
Part of the exhibit examines the
ways in which many autochromes
have disintegrated, and shows the
current efforts to preserve these important and exciting images of our
recent past. The exhibit will be at the
Albuquerque Museum, 200 Moun·
tain Road N.W., until May 22•

TODAY

Foundation To Begin Art Bank

Albuquerque Museum's Autochromes
Recalls Color Photography Beginning~
By Chip Everett

plored the Southwest for many
years, including such locations as
the dwelling places of the ancient
peoples of the Anasazi, the Grand
Canyon and other canyons and cliffs
in Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado.
From these trips, coupled with her
strong sense of the lands, skies and
their rhythms, Young has created a
series of works that has found a
strong response among viewers of
all interests, ages and occupations.
Young has participated in several
one-artist and group exhibitions
throughout the United States. Since
1970, she has participated in 23 re·
gional, national and international
juried exhibits, winning six firstplace ribbons.

pert on the Pecos tradition in .ceramics; and Anita Suazo, a clay artist
from Santa Clara Pueblo.
UNM will also sponsor a number
of exhibits and events in conjunction
with the conference.
A juried show of New Mexico
ceramic art, Clay in New Mexico,
will be at the University Museum
through April 3. Awards for the
show will be presented on the
second day of the conference.
Artists Inoue, Vern Funk and Don
Bendel will present a group exhibit
at UNM's Department of Art Education Gallery, while Little and
Warashina will hold an exhibit at
UNM's ASA Gallery, l:loth through
April 3.
Registration fees for the conference are $15 for UNM students and
New Mexico Potters Association
members, $20 for preregistration for
the general public, and $24 for late
registration ..
For registration and further information about the conference,
contact UNM's art department at
277-5861.

meeting

.. .l.,eadership opportunities
. .. Philanthropic projects
·... Career development opportunities
.. .New friendships
.. .A chance to form a totally new sorority
at UNM ... new programs, new traditions,
and new ideas
... Guidance and support from. one of the
strongest national sororities in the
country with over 90,000 members and
142 active
collegiate chapters.
Come to meet national representatives ofZTA and hear from local Panhellenic repre·
sentatives about the great need for another sorority at UNM and how it might benefit
YOU
'The University of New mexico Panhellenic Association and Zeta Tau Alpha announce
the establishment of a new sorority at UNM. Zeta Tau Alpha, the third largest national
sorority, will hold an Informational Party for all interested women students in the North
SUB Ballroom, Thursday, March 24 from 7-8 prn.
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itniversal travel service
'VI•: ISSUE TICKETS FOH AIJJ
AIHLINES

1'4~'~· ~1\o\4

w

•
N.C. State Continues to Roll 1n
NCAA Tournament

E

No Charge for
Our Services

\,oc

Sports.

Sports

N

5

LOCATED AT RICHMOND & CENTRAL
3019 Central NE

255-8665

FINALLY! A SP<ED READ INS PROGRAM THAT CUTS YOUR
R€APING TIME WITHOUT SACniFIGING GOMPREH<NSION OR RECALL!

FAST

,I

=~-n
... " """""'"'""~""'"'"'
ICIIPUIN
127 Jefferson N.E.

~ll. Call o.ays, .Evenings or We.eke.n.ds for Details

EoucArJoNAL

'"'"'"'"~'~:-;:,,,.,,.,, ,.,.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free Delivery

Albuquerque, N.M. 87108
(505) 265·2524

$.75

$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 3-31·83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262-1662

I
I
I

$. 75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires 3·31-83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262·1662

OUT: Nebraska second baseman Scott Hooper had to leave
the game with a nose injury after sliding into Lobo catcher
Bob Hicks in the first inning of the Husker's 5·0 win over
UNMSunday.

Cornhuskers Shuck
Lobos, as Does ISU
In Sunday Twinbill
By Steve King

3920 Central SE.
262-1662

®

®

udweiser®
KING OF BEERS®

UNM Intramural Player of the Week

Karli

elle

The Nebraska Cornhusker' base·
bailers came to Albuquerque last
week to get away from the cold and
snow in Lincoln, and will go back
with an 18·0 record and a school
record for consecutive wins without
getting away from the cold or the
moisture.
The eighth-ranked Huskers made
their record against the University
New Mexico Lobos 4·0 Sunday,
with a 5-0 win at the frigid Albu·
querquc Sports Stadium. The Lobos
were beaten by Iowa State 3-2 in the
opener of the doubleheader.
Husker Jeff Koenigsman's shutout was aided by UNM's failure to
knock in runs. The 10-15 Lobos left
two men on in the second inning and
left the bases loaded in the fourth.
Nebraska scored a solo run in the
second as third baseman Ben Amaya
plated shortstop Turner Gill with a
single. The Huskers scored twice in
the fourth as Lobo pitcher Kelly
Blake (3-2) opened the inning by

walking Dan Boever. Reggie
. Dymally then doubled, before Blake
threw a wild pitch to plate Boever
from third. A Bill McGuire groundout sent Dymally home to put the
visitors ahead 3-0.
The Huskers iced the win on Jeff
Carter's two-run single in the
seventh off Ed Bartholomew, who
relieved Tim Trower, who had relieved Blake at the beginning of the
seventh.
In the Iowa State game, Cyclone
Steve Padget slapped a two-run
single in the bottom of the sixth to
break a 1-1 tic and his ISU team·
mates held on to stop the Lobos 3-1.
UNM's Kenny Wilp's record drop·
ped to I -4 on the year.
The Lobos will start Turquoise
Tournament action this afternoon
with a twinbill at the Sports Sta·
dium. UNM will take on the Bradley
Braves at noon, and then hostSouthem Illinois-Edwardsville at 2 p.m.
'The Lobos won last year's tour·
ney with an 8-1 mark.

Arnot-led Gymnasts
Conquer WAC Foes
By Ron Martel

'·

This week's Budweiser UNM Intramural Player of the Week Is Karll
Tjelle, Karll, a senior Psychology and Sociology tni\Jor from seattle,
Washlngtot1, was chosen for her outstanding play In this year's Co·
Rec lnnertube Basketball season. Karll was a varsity diver for the
LobO SWim Team for four years and curret1tly holds the position of
assistant diving coach. In addition, Karll has workedas a lifeguard In
. Johnson Pool for the past four years. She says "HI J, A., Morn, Dad,
Jim; Krfs, Brad and Aunt Dot. It's not the front page, but It's not the
back page." Once again, our congratulations to Karll Tjelle, this
week's Budweiser UNM Intramural Player of the Week.

lntramurals/Campus Recreation

around with 112.95, and UNM's
Jim Griego took third with
'The eighth-tanked University 109.65.
.
of New Mexico gymnasts upset
Rounding out the team scoring
fourth-ranked Arizona State, was ninth-ranked Houston Bap275.4-274.9, for the team title in tist at third with 274.75.
the Western Athletic Conference Eleventh-ranked Brigham Young
Invitational Gymnastics Cham- placed fourth with 272.3, and
pionships.
closing out the field was the un·
Competition at the lnvitation- ranked Air Force Academy with
al, held March I 1-12 at UNM, 265.25.
was divided into team and indi·
In team competition, UNM
vidual championships, with the took first place in the vault
Lobos turning in standout per· (47 .25), rings (45.9), and porn·
formances in both,
mel horse (45.2).
Lobo Matt Arnot combined a
Arnot led the way for the
top qualifying score of 57 points Lobos with a first place in the
in team competition With a 56.35 vault (9. 7), a second place in the
· in the individual championships high bar (9. 7) and parallel bars
to wrap up the all-around title at (9.45), and a third in rings (9.4)
113.35, giving the sophomore and pommel (9.45). Lobo Steve
hissecond straight WAC tille.
Hill won the pommel horse with a
Gerald Martin of Houston 9.6, with Griego sharing third
Baptist clinched second in the all· with Arnot.

(UP!) - Nort~ C.arolina State is
showing the quality that every team
needs to win a championship: the
ability to come from behind.
Thurl Bailey scored 25 points, in·
eluding a lay-in with three seconds
to play, to give North Carolina State
a 71-70 comeback victory over No.
6 Nevada-Las Vegas in a secondround National Collegiate Athletic
Association game Sunday,
The winning points. came after
Dereck Whittenburg of North Carolina State missed a 20-footjumper.
Bailey grabbed the rebound and
scored to give the Wolf Pack their
fifth straight close playoff victory.
"When Dereck took the shot, a
lot of UNLV players sagged off on
him. That left me in good position to
rebound," Bailey said,
Nevada-Las Vegas Coach Jerry
Tarkanian said, "I don't know how
he (Bailey) got open to tip it in. 1
thought we defended that well."
North Carolina State will play
Utah Thursday at Ogden, Utah.
The Wolf Pack jumped to a 12-4
lead to start the game but NevadaLas Vegas battled back to go ahead
33-27 at halftime.
Last weckened, NC State upset
both defending NCAA champion
North Carolina and Virginia to win
the Atlantic Coast Conference
tournament. On Friday, the Wolf
Pack rallied to beat Pepperdine in
double overtime in an opening round
game.
Nevada-Las Vegas, which closed
its season at28·3, built its lead to 12
points, 52-40, with 11:40 to play.
But Bailey hit eight of his team's

N-West Faces
DePaul Demons
(UP!) -It's not true that the
greatest athlete ever to come out of
Northwestern was singer-dancer
Ann Margret.
Yet, jokes about the Wildcats'
athletic program are numerous.
This year the Northwestern basketball team is hopiog to change that
image and it begins phase two of its
plan Monday when it meets DePaul
at Rosemont, Ill., in the second
round of the National Invitation
Tournament.
Northwestern coach Rich Falk
concedes his team had been labeled
a "Cinderella" club at the beginning of the NIT, but he feels a
methodical first-round victory over
Notre Dame should convince skeptics the Wildcats are for real.
The Wildcats, 17-12, upset Notre
Dame 71-57 Thursday .night in the
first round while DePaul, 18-11,
advanced to the second round by
geiiing past another Big Ten team,
Minnesota, 75-72 Wednesday
night.
Although Northwestern will be
playing at DePaul's Alumni Hall, it
will not be unfamiliar territory fot
the Wildcats. Northwestern was
forced to play its. home games this
year at Alumni Hall because the
Wildcats' home, McGaw Hall, was
undergoing a $6.2 million renova·
lion.

SELF SERVE
SUNDAY NOON ·5

SALE
THRU 4·1•83

copies

•

klnko-s coplcn

2312 central S.E.

255·9673

next 14 points as the Lobos closed
within '56-54 with nearly seven minutes left.
From then on, it was a battle to the
buzzer when Bailey came through
with his game-winning rebound
bucket.
Sidney Green led Nevada-Las
Vegas with 27 points.
Sophomore guard Chris Mullin,
the Big East Player of the Year,
scored 14 of his game-high 24 points
in the second half to power No.3 St.
John's to a 66-55 victory over Rutgers in a second-round game.
Larry Huggins scored two baskets
to trigger a 12-0 spurt midway

through the second half that sparked
Ohio State to a 79-74 victory over
Syracuse.
St. John's, the Big East champion, advances to the East semifinals next weekend at the Carrier
Dome against Georgia, Ohio State
will meet defending NCAA champion North Carolina.
At Louisville, Ky., center Greg
Stokes scored 22 points to lead Iowa
to a 77-63 upset of No. 12 Missouri
to advance to the Midwest semifinals against No. II Villanova Friday
night.
In the first game, All·American
Keith Lee scored 28 points and grab·

bed 15 rebounds to help No. 17
Memphis State to a 66-57 victory
over No. 20 Georgetown. Memphis
State meets No. I Hou.ston Friday
night.
At Evansville, Ill., fifth-ranked
Indiana combined the long-range
shooting of Randy Wittman with a
ball-control offense to trounce Oklahoma 63-49. The victory, the
Hoosiers' 24th in 29 games, moves
the Big Ten champions into the
Mideast semifinals at Knoxville,
Tenn., Thursday against Kentucky.
In the other second-round game,
second-ranked Louisville met Tennessee.

Saturday's games featured one
major upset and many close games.
In the West, Utah scored a 67-61
upset over No.7 UCLA, and No.4
Virginia posted a 54-49 victory over
Washington State.
In the East, Georgia notched a
56-54 victory over Virginia Commonwealth, and North Carolina beat
James Madisori 68-49.
In the Midwest, Villanova topped
Lamar 60-58, and Houston ripped
Maryland 60-50.
In the Mideast, No. 10 Kentucky
beat Ohio University 57-40, and No.
9 Arkansas outgunned Purdue 78-

68.

~ 1983 Miller Stewing Co.,

Milwaukee, WI
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·Classified Advertising
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday
Marron Hall Room 131
Call David at265-2437.
A· I 'O'PIST. TEIIM pnpers, resumes. 299·8970.

1. Personals
D1 -HAPPY BlltTIIDAY, Captain! Will the Land
C·rul1er make it to 21? Oood luck, Buddy - Buff.
31.21
·IIAlUJ.\VORKING 1,000 staffers: Welcome back
trum 'prin!( hreuk. Remember, just eight more weeks
until IUI1Hner va.;ntion. T.N.O.
3121
PLACE YOUR Pl•;RSONI\L mmagc to friends,
t,unilv, ch:. in the Daily Lobo('JassifledAds. Ot~ly J7
cents per wurd per day fur four days or less, 12 cents
per wunl per day for five or more comecutiVe days.
Lll Marron Hull. H. a.m. tu 5 p.m. Monday through
I riday. [)em!line: I p.m. of the business <laY before
IOICttion.
tfn

2. Lost & Found

3/31
ACU!.EX WORD PIWCESSING: ·ntcses, dlsser·
turlom, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
3125
ACCURA'I'E INf'ORMATION ABOUT .con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
CONTAC'l'S.POLJSIIJNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optkal Company on Lomas just west ofWa$hington.
tfn
WE GOT OISTRJDUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Gr~cnwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Mennul N.E., across fromLallelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counscliltg. Phone 247·
m~

CLAIM \"01' n LOST prmcsslons ut Campus Pollee
8:1)(1u.m. to 4;{)() p.m. dnily.
tfn

~

4. Housing
GRADUATE STUDENT AND family Interested in
housesilllng for the summer. Contact Marie atl-505·
782-4911 or P.O. Bo~ 472, Zuni, New Mexico 87327.

3. Services

3125

J-:I.f:<'TRIC'IAN. 20 vt:ARS c~periencc. Free
estimate\, reasonable rates. Air Conditioner Service
!JCCIIIC 20904. 265·3054 Or 813-1068.
J/25 ~
f\'l'ING [IBM]. 843·9137.
3125
I'RK'ill SQl'.EF.ZED ORANGE juice ~I NM Union
!·nod Bazaar.
3/21
Tl'l'ING TERM PAI't:ns. Rea~onablc charge. 299·
1240.
4/1
TAX l'.ltEI'ARATJON: FROM $5, All state forms.
266·086J.
3/25
PROFESSIONAL
Rt:SUMES.
t:vt:NINGStweekcnds 266-2773.
J/25
Ql'ICK, ACCliRAn: TYPING/charts/graphs In
my home. Call the Other Office. 884-6564.
4/8
Gl!JTAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE.
265-3315.
tfn
PROFF.SSIONAL T\'l'ING BY EngllshtMA editor.
Vn11 c~perlenc!! wtdlssertations, papers. Edillng
nvailablc. 256-0916.
3/21
TYPING$1/PAGE.29J·4892.
3121
TYI'ING. LOMAS·TilAMWAY area. Experienced.
5!9
Reasonnble.299·1355.
NI~W SIIAKLEE SLIM plan lvith all other products
at retail and wholesale prices. Sallsfactlon guuran•
teed. 299·1497,
3/30
WEEKLY SPECIAL: IIEALTH mix. Includes nuts,
raisins, pineapple, apricots. Reg, S5.99 lb. SLAE
$4.95 lb. at the Mixed Bag, 121 Yale SE, Vl block
south of Central. Open Monday throUgh Saturday,
3/21
AAA FAST, ACCURATJ:; Typing. 299·1,,4, 3/31
TYPING [IBM SELECTRIC). 255·3337.
3/21
FLIGIIT TRAINING: INSURE a job after college
with a pilot's .license. Take a discovery night for $20.

UNM AREA. ONF,bedroom apt. $185 plus elec·
tricily. No pets. Call293-1070 after 5 p.m.
3/25
ONE-BEDROOM, UNFURNISHED apt. Close to
UNM In quiet areu. $165 pi!JS $100 DD and elec·
trldty. Clean! 242-7721.
3123
UNM/TVI, COITAGE, furnished or unfurnished.
$140 complete. 842-6735.
3/25
WANTED: HOUSE TO rent for summer 1983.
UTEP professor to be in Albuquerque all summer.
Write: Lionel Craver, Mechanical Engineering

ARTIST NEEDEQ, 20 cartoonish pictures to
illustrate book. 344-9521 Mike.
3/25
SUMMER .EMPLOYMENT. CO.ED children's
private day camp needs camp counselors, Program
Includes horseback riding, sports, wilderness skills,
crafts, fishing, field trips, en.vironmel)(al education.
298.5366.
3/24
CRUISE S!IIP JOIISI $)4-$28,00(). Carribean,
Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory, newsleUer.
l·916·722·llll ext.UNEWMEX,
3/31
PART·TIME JOB afternoons anti evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must pe able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
3/15
CRUISE SlliP JOBS! Great income .potential. All
occupations. For Information, call 602·998·0426 ext.
924,
3/21

Department, UTEP, El Paso, TX 79968. Or caii915747·545Q or 915·58.4-7782.
3/25
CJIEAP RJ!:NT. ONE-bedroom house close to
school,$85.843-7573,
.
3125
NEWLY REMODELED, TWO bedrooms. Perfect
312~
for students. $205. Cn!l Ed 843·7368.
FOR RENT; EFFICIENCY apartm~nt, )41 0 Olrard
N.E., $210/mo., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $150 security deposit, Fully
furnished-securlly locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In tl)e
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
WALK FROM MONTE Vista. Nice neighborhood.
Four bedrooms with bathrooms, washer/dryer, large
kitchen, basement with storage. Non·smoker. $175
plus utilities. 256.1947.
3125
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
dowmown. aus wvlce every 30 minutes, l b~droom
or .efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dis!Jwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room ami laundry; Adult
couples, no pels. 1520 Unjvershy NE. 243·2494. tfn
WALK TO UNM/TVJ. $135. Cottage, complete
kitchen, fenced yard. 843-7573,
3125

7. Travel
o.c, $85 ONE-way plane ticker, April I. Paul277·
5578.
3125
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride !leeds
in the Daily Lobo.
lfn

5. ForSale

8. Miscellaneous

BICYCLE- NEW 19" Bianchi Special. 12-speed.
Paid $335, sell for $260. 247·8341.
3/23
PLANT SALE AT NM Union Mercado. 2" pots 79
cents, 4" pots$1.79.
3/21
BUNDY f'LU'flo;. MUST sell. Excellent condition
$150, 265·9216 after 5.
3/2~
l969 VOLKSWAGEN "POP-Top" campmobilc.
883·1892 or211·2566.
3124
ONE OR. TWO-bedroom mobile home. excellent
condition, $4000. Call344·9538 after 5:30.
3123
400 CC HONDA Hawk '79. 9000 miles. Moving,
3/21
must selL $850. 345-3742.
WINDSURFER STANDARD A model, excellent
condition, gold sail, $600. Jcff292·6850.
3125
78 t'ORD f'A l.ltMONT Wagon, 4cy, 4·speed manual.
Must sell, $1650.294-2369 evenings.
3/24

WANTED: NCAA TICKETS, 2 semi·final, 2 final.
4/1
Call collect 91.6·965·5706.
SPACES A YAILABLE 1-'0.It Albuquerque Special
Preschool Arts and Crafts Show. Aprlll6, 1983, 10
a.m.-4 p.m. Spaces are 4X8 for $10, Reservations
must be made by 312~. Please call268·0213 or 831·
9609.
3/22
SEVERAL Off'·STREET parking places for rent.
Call84Z.S489 evenings.
3/22
CHEERLEADER, CHAPPARAL, MIKE man and
mascot tryouts for 1983·84 season. Applications
available at the Student Activities Center, Due back
March28 by S p.m.
3/28
JOE: WHAT DO you mean you don't want a full·
paid scholarship for two years because It's Navyl? I

6. Employment
WANTED: A NATIVE Spanish speaker to aid an
advanced Spanish speaker in conversation skills. Ten
day duration. No expedencc: necessary. Good pay.
Call266·3836.
3/23
STUDENT JOBS AVAILABLE. Full-time, part·
time, temporary. ]820 Central SE. 843-7571.
3/25

WANnD:
Summer Housing
Sandia National laboratories Is
seeking furnished summer housing
and/ or .apartments for summer
employees.
This housing Is for responsible
college professors and graduate
students who will be arriving in
May or June and leaving In August
or early September.
If you have a summer rental property, please call 844-344 I by
Apri! 10, Sandia National laboratories-45.

Is Now Accepting

APPLICATIONS
for

EDITOR
New Mexico Daily Lobo

Applications are available at the Student Publications business office, room
131 of Marron Hall, from 8:00 a.m. through 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Applications must be completed and returned to the Student
Publications business office by 2:00p.m. Friday, April!; 1983. The Board
will meet to interview the applicants on Saturday, April 9.

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTO\JYN

.------~--------,

II
1I

.

$1 Off
Any Large Pizza
(with this coupon)

Tony's Pizzeria & Deli
2901 Monte VIsta & Girard

I

:1

I

1
.
1

1-----------------·
265-2266

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
SELF SERVE
SUNDAY NOON ·5

SALE
THRU 4·1•83

copies

••

klnko-s copters
2312 central
,,

255·9673

s.e.

SEETI;JE FILM the Justice Dept. wants to s\lppress:
''If You Love This Planet" with Helen Caldi~ottand
"In the Nuclear Shadow: What the Children Tell Us."
at II a.m. and 4 p.m. SUB Rm 23l·C, Tuesday,
March 22.
·
3/22
WOMEN'S SOCCJ!;R LEAGUE wants players.
3/24
Three divisions. 265·1470. Keep trying!.
DJVO.ItCE AND .PERSONAL Growth seminar
begins March 22 for t~n Tuesdays 7:30·10 p.m. Call
Barbara Brown, Ph.D., 298·8034: Walter Poll,
3122
M.A., 266-3421.
CHEERLEADER, CHAPPARAL, MIKE man and
mascot tryouts for 1983-84 season. Applications
available at the Student Activilfes Center. Due back
March28 by S p.m.
3128
CLUB? MF;ETlNG? EVJ:;NT? Ad~rtlse ill the Las
No!lcias section of the Daily Lobo ciassificds. Only
10 cents ~r word per day for UNM organl~&tloos.
Come to 131 Mtmon Hall.
tfn
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ACROSS
1 Silken
6 Andy's friend
10 Keyhole
14 Palate part
15 Cruise cost
16 Fish
17 Stickler
18 New France
governor
20 Scenery
21 Frenzied
23 Quiet
24 Depose
25 Afexander G.

Applicants must be undergraduate or graduate students enrolled at the
University of New Mexico in good academic standing in their respective
colleges. They must have been students at UNM for one full semester prior
to this semester and have demonstrable experience in journalism. The
term of office will run from April 24, 1983 into April 1984.

· · Wlragon

9. Las N oticias

n... 8odloal

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

of the 1983-84

I

3125
TWO WHEEL DRIVE has a new location, 1706
Central SE. ·Man)' new and used bikes. Check us out.
243-8443,
3/22
ADVERTlSJ!: IN THE Dally Lobo. Come to 131
Marron ijaU.
tfn

'",.rum.,,.,

UNM Board of Student Publications·

c:;overed

love a man a uniform. Call 766·2335 before April I.
L!lYe, Marsha,
l/21
SPACMGE FOOD. PROCESS was d~velope(J for
NASA. Stores five years without refrlsemtion. No
preservatives, not freele-dryed, not dehydrated. Five
minutes in pan .of b<lillng water, pour out a nutrlcio\ls
home-made m~a!. l) nvelieveabJe, Call 293·3120.

17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days .
Deadline in 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
Come to our office, Maroi1 Ht~ll Room /J/ (on Rt•dmufof)r. !Jetweeli th
journali.wnalldbio/ogy buildings) any timefrmtl8:00 c/.111. w 5:00p.m. Mmtdaj
tltrottgh Friday or mail it w UNM Bo.r 20. A/h. N.M. 87/31

52 Norway city
53 Drunk
56 Be a dupe
57 Conceit
60 Fitting
62 Typhoid
64 Pot
sweetener
65 Candy66 Peace deity
67 Barrier
68 Physics units
69 Small change
DOWN
1 Eats late
2 Wild cry
26 London
3 Iron oxide
native
4 - ·du Diable
30 Pythlas' pal
5 Fleet
6 Give
34 Where Lodz
Is
7 Brand .
35 Lateral
8 Mouth: Prefix
37 "Bravo!": Sp: 9 Judgment
38 Perturbs
10 " - Daflas"
39 List
11 Hawk's leash
41 Shells
1 2 - - even
42 O.S.S.' suekeel
cessor
13 Touch
43 Small group 19 Diacritic
44 Hospice
mark
46 Yellowish-red 22 Darner
48 Petitioners
24 Sad cry
50 Bitter<;
25 Cheese

FRIDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

26 Classics
45 Baneful
27 Water wheel 47 Risk
28 Collect
49 Hovers
29 Hinder
51 Extract
31 MaryTyler
53 Saurel
54 U p - 32 Senior
33 Settles down
36 Dullest
40 Indian 0.
Island
41 -Alto
43 U.S. Presi-

dent

good
55 Preposition
56 Stopper
57 Plaeid
58 Fellow
59 Vein contents
61 Crewman
63 Formerly

